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Abstract
The multi-label hierarchical prediction of
gene functions at genome and ontology-wide
level is a central problem in bioinformat-
ics, and raises challenging questions from a
machine learning standpoint. In this con-
text, multi-label hierarchical ensemble meth-
ods that take into account the hierarchi-
cal relationships between functional classes
have been recently proposed. Various stud-
ies also showed that the integration of multi-
ple sources of data is one of the key issues
to signicantly improve gene function pre-
diction. We propose an integrated approach
that combines local data fusion strategies
with global hierarchical multi-label methods.
The label unbalance typically occurring in
gene functional classes is taken into account
through the use of cost-sensitive techniques.
Ontology-wide results with the yeast model
organism, using the FunCat taxonomy, show
the eectiveness of the proposed methodolog-
ical approach.
1. Introduction
Gene function prediction is a complex multi-
label classication problem characterized by func-
tional classes structured according to a prede-
ned hierarchy |for example, a directed acyclic
graph (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) or a
forest of trees (Ruepp et al., 2004). This hierarchy
typically contains hundreds or thousands of nodes, and
the complexity of the classication problem is further
increased by a consistent unbalance between positive
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and negative examples, and by the need of integrating
dierent types of data to increase the reliability of the
functional classication.
In the literature, many approaches have been pro-
posed to deal with the integration of multiple sources
of data. Functional linkage networks (Karaoz, 2004),
kernel fusion (Lanckriet et al., 2004), vector space
integration (Pavlidis et al., 2002) and ensemble sys-
tems (Re & Valentini, 2010) have been proven their
eectiveness for gene function prediction based on data
integration.
Data integration, however, performed without taking
into account the hierarchical relationships between the
functional classes, exhibits serious inconsistencies due
to the violation of the true path rule, governing the
functional annotations of genes both in the GO and in
FunCat taxonomies (The Gene Ontology Consortium,
2000; Ruepp et al., 2004).
A possible approach to the solution of this problem
consists in combining independent local predictions
at each functional node in order to obtain a set of
probabilistic predictions that are consistent with both
the topology and the relational constraints underly-
ing the functional ontology (Barutcuoglu et al., 2006).
This approach has been recently investigated in a
whole genome and whole ontology gene function pre-
diction experiment, which demonstrated that hierar-
chical multilabel methods can play a crucial role for
the improvement of gene function prediction perfor-
mances (Obozinski et al., 2008). Nevertheless the ap-
proach suers from some drawbacks. First, it is based
on the evaluation of mouse data, and recently pub-
lished systematic studies showed that the quality of
gene functional annotations in this organism are lower
than the ones available for the model organism S. cere-
visiae (yeast) (Buza et al., 2008). Second, the paper
focuses on the comparison of hierarchical multilabel
methods, but it does not take into account the im-
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pact of the concurrent use of data integration and hi-
erarchical multilabel methods on the overall classica-
tion performances. Moreover, potential improvements
could be introduced by applying cost sensitive variants
of hierarchical multilabel predictors, able to eectively
calibrate the precision/recall trade-o at dierent lev-
els of the functional ontology.
In this work we propose a new methodological ap-
proach for integrating hierarchical multi-label tech-
niques, data fusion, and cost-sensitive methods. We
investigate the impact of these techniques, and
their possible synergic eects, on the gene func-
tion prediction performance with the yeast model
organism. More specically, we integrate previ-
ously studied data fusion methods (Re & Valentini,
2010) and hierarchical multi-label cost-sensitive algo-
rithms (Cesa-Bianchi & Valentini, 2010) to perform a
genome and ontology-wide classication of genes ac-
cording to the FunCat taxonomy.
In Section 2 we present the proposed methods; in
Section 3 we summarize the experimental set-up and
in Section 4 we discuss the results of the genome
and ontology-wide multi-label hierarchical classica-
tion. Section 5 contains the conclusions.
2. Methods
2.1. Basic notation
We represent a gene g with a vector x 2 Rd having d
dierent features (e.g., presence or absence of interac-
tions with other d genes, or gene expression levels in
dierent d conditions). A gene g is assigned to one or
more functional classes in the set 
 = f!1; !2; : : : ; !mg
structured according to a FunCat tree T 1. The as-
signments are coded through a vector of multilabels
v = (v1; v2; : : : ; vm) 2 f0; 1gm, where g belongs to
class !i if and only if vi = 1.
In the FunCat tree T , nodes correspond to classes, and
edges to relationships between classes. We denote with
i the node corresponding to class !i. We represent by
child(i) the set of nodes that are children of i, and by
par(i) the set of parents of i. Moreover, vpar(i) denotes
the label of the parent class of i.
The multilabel of a gene g is built starting from the
set of the most specic classes occurring in the gene's
FunCat annotation; we add to them all the nodes on
paths from these most specic nodes to the root. This
\transitive closure" operation ensures that the result-
ing multilabel satises the true path rule, by which if
1The root of T is a dummy class !0, which every gene
belongs to, that we added to facilitate the processing
g belongs to a class/node i, then it also belongs to
par(i).
2.2. Data fusion techniques
The data integration is performed locally at each
node/class of the FunCat taxonomy. We consider two
techniques: ensemble (weighted voting) and kernel fu-
sion.
Let Vi 2 f0; 1g be the random variable that models
the labeling of a gene g for the class !i 2 
. Given
L dierent sources of biomolecular data Dt, for t =
1; : : : ; L, we train node classiers ct;i on the data set
Dt, one for each class !i; 1  i  m. Let bpt;i(g) be the
classier's estimate of the probability that g belongs
to !i.
A simple way to integrate L dierent data sources is
via the weighed linear combination rule (Kittler et al.,
1998). The resulting ensemble estimates the probabil-
ity that a given gene g belongs to class !i by a con-
vex combination of the probabilities estimated by each
base learner trained on a dierent \view" of the data:
P^ (Vi = 1 j g) = 1PL
s=1 Fs
LX
t=1
Ft bpt;i(g) (1)
where Ft is the F-measure assessed on the training
data for the t-th base learner. The choice of the F-
measure instead of the accuracy is motivated by the
fact that gene classes are largely unbalanced (there are
fewer positive examples than negative ones). Given a
gene g, the decision byi of the ensemble about the class
!i is taken using estimates (1),
byi = (1; if P^ (Vi = 1 j g) > 12
0; otherwise
(2)
where output 1 corresponds to assigning class !i to g.
Another popular method to combine dierent sources
of data is kernel fusion (Lanckriet et al., 2004). Ker-
nel fusion (KF) for data integration is based on the
closure property of kernels with respect to the sum
or other algebraic operators. Given a pair of genes
g and g0, their corresponding pairs of feature vectors
xt;x
0
t 2 Dt, we implement a kernel averaging function
Kave(g; g
0) by simply averaging the output of kernel
functions K1; : : : ;KL specic to each data set,
Kave(g; g
0) =
1
L
LX
t=1
Kt(xt;x
0
t) : (3)
In our experiments we integrated the dierent data
sets by simply summing their normalized kernel ma-
trices. Then we trained the SVM using the result-
ing matrix. In this case we also use probabilistic
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SVMs (Lin et al., 2007) in order to obtain estimates
of the posterior probability P(Vi = 1 j g) that a given
gene g belongs to class !i.
2.3. Hierarchical multi-label cost-sensitive
ensemble methods
Recall that bpi(g) is the estimate of the probability
that gene g belongs to class !i, for i = 1; : : : ;m.
In this subsection we describe a number of ensem-
ble methods that, given bp1(g); : : : ; bpm(g), derive a
multilabel assignment by = (by1; : : : ; bym) 2 f0; 1gm
to the nodes of the taxonomy T . The rst ensem-
ble method that we consider is hbayes |see, e.g.,
(Cesa-Bianchi & Valentini, 2010). This method as-
sumes that, given a gene g, the distribution of the
labels V = (V1; : : : ; Vm) is P
 
V = v

=
Qm
i=1 pi(g) for
all v 2 f0; 1gm, where
pi(g) = P
 
Vi = vi j Vpar(i) = 1; g

:
In order to the true path rule, we impose that
P
 
Vi = 1 j Vpar(i) = 0; g

= 0 for all nodes i and all
genes g. This implies that the base learner at node i is
only trained on the subset of the training set including
all examples such that vpar(i) = 1.
In the evaluation phase, hbayes predicts the Bayes-
optimal multilabel by 2 f0; 1gm for a gene g based on
the estimates bpi(g) for i = 1; : : : ;m. Namely,
by = argmin
y2f0;1gm
E

`H(y;V ) j g

(4)
where the expectation is w.r.t. the distribution of V .
Here `H(y;V ) denotes the H-loss (Cesa-Bianchi et al.,
2006), measuring a notion of discrepancy between the
multilabels y and V . The main intuition behind the
H-loss is simple: if a parent class has been predicted
wrongly, then errors in its descendants should not
be taken into account. Given xed cost coecients
c1; : : : ; cm > 0, `H(by;v) is computed as follows: all
paths in the taxonomy T from the root down to each
leaf are examined and, whenever a node i 2 f1; : : : ;mg
is encountered such that byi 6= vi, then ci is added to
the loss, while all the other loss contributions from the
subtree rooted at i are discarded. In order to control
the sparsity of the multilabels generated by hbayes
in the evaluation phase, we set the base cost coe-
cients to ci = 1=jroot(T )j, if i 2 root(T ), otherwise
ci = cj=jchild(j)j with j = par(i). This normalizes the
H-loss in the sense that the maximal H-loss contribu-
tion of all nodes in a subtree excluding its root equals
that of its root. Note that the cost coecients do not
enter in the calculation of the empirical performances
reported in Section 3.
Now, a ner control is achieved by introducing c i =
c+i = ci=2. These are the costs respectively associated
to a false negative (FN) and a false positive (FP) mis-
take. Let fA g be the indicator function of event A.
Given g and the estimates bpi = bpi(g) for i = 1; : : : ;m,
the hbayes prediction rule can be formulated as fol-
lows:
hbayes prediction rule
Initially, set the labels of each node i to
byi = argmin
y2f0;1g

c i bpi(1  y) + c+i (1  bpi)y
+ bpify = 1g X
j2child(i)
Hj(by) (5)
where
Hj(by) =c j bpj(1  byj) + c+j (1  bpj)byj
+ bpjfbyj = 1g X
k2child(j)
Hk(by)
is recursively dened over the nodes j in the sub-
tree rooted at i with each byj set according to (5).
Then, if byi is set to zero, set all nodes in the subtree
rooted at i to zero as well.
As shown in (Cesa-Bianchi et al., 2006), by can be com-
puted for a given g via a simple bottom-up message-
passing procedure whose only parameters are the es-
timates bpi. Unlike standard top-down hierarchical
methods |see the description of htd at the end of
this section, each byi also depends on the classication
of its child nodes. In particular, if all child nodes k of
i have bpk close to a half, then the Bayes-optimal label
of i tends to be 0 irrespective of the value of bpi. Vice
versa, if i's children all have bpk close to either 0 or 1,
then the Bayes-optimal label of i is based on bpi only,
ignoring the children |see also (6).
We now introduce a simple cost-sensitive variant,
hbayes-cs, of hbayes, which is suitable for learning
datasets whose multilabels are sparse (i.e., the classes
are unbalanced). This variant introduces a parameter
 that is used to trade-o the cost of false positive (FP)
and false negative (FN) mistakes. We parametrize the
relative costs of FP and FN by introducing a factor
  0 such that c i = c+i while keeping c+i +c i = 2ci.
Then (5) can be rewritten as
byi = 1() bpi
0@2ci   X
j2child(i)
Hj
1A  2ci
1 + 
: (6)
This is the rule used by hbayes-cs in our experiments.
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Given a set of trained base learners providing estimatesbp1; : : : ; bpm, we compare the quality of the multilabels
computed by hbayes-cs with that of htd-cs. This
is a cost-sensitive version of the basic top-down hier-
archical ensemble method htd whose predictions are
computed in a top-down fashion (i.e., assigning byi be-
fore the label of any j is the subtree rooted at i) using
the rule byi = bpi  12	fbypar(i) = 1g for i = 1; : : : ;m
(we assume that the guessed label by0 of the root of
T is always 1). The variant htd-cs introduces a sin-
gle cost sensitive parameter  > 0 which replaces the
threshold 12 . The resulting rule for htd-cs is thenbyi = fbpi  g  fbypar(i) = 1g.
Note that both methods hbayes-cs and htd-cs use
the same estimates bpi. The only dierence is in the way
the classiers are dened in terms of these estimates.
2.4. Integration of Hierarchical multi-label
and data fusion methods
The hierarchical ensemble methods combine the prob-
abilistic output of the classiers associated to each
node of the tree. Hence, it is quite straightforward
to replace the classiers trained on single sources of
data with ensembles of classiers trained on multiple
sources of data, or with SVMs trained on kernel matri-
ces obtained by summing kernel matrices specic for
each data set. To this end we can apply a two-step
strategy:
1. Train a set of classiers that estimate P(Vi = 1 j
g) for each node i = 1; : : : ;m of the FunCat taxon-
omy. Each classier is an ensemble of base learn-
ers, or a SVM trained with multiple sources of
data by kernel fusion methods (see Section 2.2).
2. Combine the predictions at each node to obtain
the multi-label predictions according to the hi-
erarchical multi-labels methods described in Sec-
tion 2.3.
The resulting hierarchical multi-label predictions re-
spect the \true path rule", and implement a local com-
bination of multiple sources of biomolecular data at
each node of the FunCat tree.
3. Experimental set-up
3.1. Genomic data sets
We integrated six dierent sources of yeast
biomolecular data, previously used for single-
source ontology-wide gene function predic-
tion (Cesa-Bianchi & Valentini, 2010). The data
sets include two types of protein domain data
(Pfam binary and Pfam logE) downloaded
from the Pfam data base (Finn et al., 2008); gene
expression measures (Expr) relative to dierent
conditions (Gasch et al., 2000); protein-protein inter-
action data (Biogrid) downloaded from the BioGRID
data base (Stark et al., 2006) and from the STRING
data base (String) (vonMering et al., 2003); Seq.
sim. pairwise similarity data that contain log-E values
obtained by Smith and Waterman pairwise alignments
between all pairs of yeast sequences.
We considered only yeast genes common to all data
sets, and in order to get a not too small set of positive
examples for training, for each data set we selected
only the FunCat-annotated genes and the classes with
at least 20 positive examples. This selection process
yielded 1901 yeast genes annotated to 168 FunCat
classes distributed across 16 trees and 5 hierarchical
levels. We added a \dummy" root node to obtain
a tree from the overall FunCat forest (Fig. 1). We
adopted the following strategy to select negative exam-
ples: at each FunCat node the negatives are the genes
that are not annotated at the corresponding class, but
are annotated at the parent class/node.
3.2. Experimental tasks and performance
assessment
We performed several experimental classication tasks
at genome and ontology-wide level (i.e., we considered
all genes and all the 168 classes of the hierarchically
structured multi-label classication problem):
(a) Comparison of \single-source" and data fusion
techniques (kernel fusion and weighted voting) us-
ing both flat and hierarchical methods (htd and
hbayes);
(b) Assessment of the improvements achievable by: (i)
multi-label hierarchical methods vs at methods; (ii)
cost-sensitive vs cost-insensitive strategies; (iii) syn-
ergic enhancements due to the concurrent application
of multi-label hierarchical methods, cost-sensitive and
data fusion techniques;
(c) Analysis of the precision-recall characteristics of
the compared methods.
Note that for flat ensembles we mean a set of base
learners each one predicting a single functional class,
without any combination of the predictions that takes
into account the hierarchical structure of the classes.
We used linear SVMs with probabilistic out-
put (Lin et al., 2007) as base learners and, follow-
ing the experimental set-up proposed by Lewis et al.
(2006), we did not perform model selection at this level
(we simply set the regularization parameter C to 10).
To assess the generalization capabilities of the ensem-
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ble, we adopted \external" 5-fold cross validation tech-
niques, while to select the threshold value  for htd-cs
ensembles and the  value for for hbayes-cs ensem-
bles we applied \internal" 3-fold cross-validation.
In the context of ontology-wide gene function predic-
tion problems, where negative examples are usually a
lot more than positives, accuracy is not a reliable mea-
sure to assess the classication performance. For this
reason we adopted the classical F-score to take into
account the unbalance of FunCat classes. Moreover,
in order to better capture the hierarchical and sparse
nature of the gene function prediction problem we also
applied the hierarchical F-measure: this measure is
based on the estimation of how much the predicted
classication paths correspond to the correct paths,
and expresses in a synthetic way the eectiveness of
the structured hierarchical prediction (Verspoor et al.,
2006). More precisely, for a given gene or gene prod-
uct x consider the subtree G(x)  T of the predicted
classes and the subtree C(x) of the correct classes asso-
ciated to x. For a leaf f 2 G(x) and c 2 C(x), let be "f
and " c the set of their ancestors that belong, respec-
tively, to G(x) and C(x). The hierarchical precision
(HP) and hierarchical recall (HR) (Verspoor et al.,
2006) are dened as follows:
HP =
1
j`(G(x))j
X
f2`(G(x))
jC(x) \ "f j
j "f j
HR =
1
j`(C(x))j
X
c2`(C(x))
j "c \G(x)j
j "cj
where `(  ) is the set of leaves of a tree. The hierarchi-
cal F-measure is the harmonic mean of the hierarchical
precision and recall.
4. Results
4.1. Impact of data fusion on at and
hierarchical methods
Table 1 summarizes the results of the comparison of
single-source and data integration approaches to both
at and hierarchical ensembles. Data fusion tech-
niques improve average per class F-score across classes
in flat ensembles (rst column of Table 1). These re-
sults conrm and extend to the entire FunCat ontology
previous results limited only to the most general rst
level classes of the taxonomy (Re & Valentini, 2010).
Looking at Fig. 1 (a), we can observe that the incre-
ment in performances due to the application of hetero-
geneous data integration methods is not limited to a
specic level of the functional ontology, but spans all
the 5 levels of the FunCat tree.
Table 1. Average per-class F scores with flat, htd, htd-
cs, hb (hbayes) and hb-cs (hbayes-cs) ensembles, using
single sources and multi-source (data fusion) techniques.
Methods flat htd htd-cs hb hb-cs
Single-source
Biogrid 0:2643 0:3759 0:4160 0:3385 0:4183
String 0:2203 0:2677 0:3135 0:2138 0:3007
Pfam binary 0:1756 0:2003 0:2482 0:1468 0:2395
Pfam logE 0:2044 0:1567 0:2541 0:0997 0:2500
Expr. 0:1884 0:2506 0:2889 0:2006 0:2781
Seq. sim. 0:1870 0:2532 0:2899 0:2017 0:2825
Multi-source (data fusion)
Kernel Fusion 0:3220 0:5401 0:5492 0:5181 0:5505
Weigh. Voting 0:2754 0:2792 0:3974 0:1491 0:3532
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Figure 1. FunCat trees representing the comparison be-
tween F-scores achieved with data integration (KF) vs
the best single-source classiers trained on Biogrid data.
Black nodes depict functional classes for whichKF achieves
better F-scores. (a) flat, (b) hbayes-cs ensembles.
Multi-label hierarchical methods show similar results
(columns htd, htd-cs hbayes and hbayes-cs of Ta-
ble 1). Note that Kernel Fusion largely improves
on results achieved with any \single-source" ensem-
ble methods, while Weighted Voting results are worse
than those of the best single-source (Biogrid) when
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Table 2. Wilcoxon signed-ranks test results to evaluate the statistical signicance of the improvement of data fusion
techniques w.r.t. single data sources achieved with cost-sensitive multi-label hierarchical methods (hbayes-cs and htd-
cs). Results in boldface are in favour of ensembles using single data sources.
hbayes-cs,  = 2
Biogrid String Pfam bin. Pfam logE Expr. Seq. sim.
Kernel Fusion 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16
Weighted Voting 2:3 10 4 5:6 10 07 2:2 10 16 9:1 10 15 1:3 10 15 3:8 10 13
htd-cs,  = 0:4
Biogrid String Pfam bin. Pfam logE Expr. Seq. sim.
Kernel Fusion 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16
Weighted Voting 9:5 10 2 6:9 10 12 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16 2:2 10 16
hierarchical ensemble methods are applied (with flat
ensembles Weighted Voting improves on Biogrid).
These results seem to partially contradict previous
ones published in Re & Valentini (2010), but note that
in that work only the most general classes at the rst
level of the FunCat hierarchy were classied, and no
hierarchical methods were applied.
The improvements achieved by data integration tech-
niques are statistically signicant according to the
Wilcoxon test (Table 2). With both hbayes-cs and
htd-cs hierarchical ensembles, Kernel Fusion perfor-
mances are signicantly better than any single-source
approach (p-value = 2:210 16). This is true also for
Weighted Voting except for the Biogrid data where
results are in favour of this single-source data with
both htd-cs (p-value = 9:5  10 2) and hbayes-cs
ensembles (p-value = 2:3 10 4).
Focusing on Kernel Fusion, Fig. 1 depicts the classes
(black nodes) where KF achieves better results than
the best single-source data set (Biogrid). It is worth
noting that there is a synergy between KF and hierar-
chical methods, because the number of black nodes is
signicantly larger in hbayes-cs ensembles (Fig. 1 b)
w.r.t flat methods (Fig. 1 a). It is well-known that
hierarchical multi-label ensembles largely outperform
flat approaches (Guan et al., 2008; Obozinski et al.,
2008), but these results show that data fusion tech-
niques can further improve performances w.r.t. flat
methods.
4.2. Analysis of the synergy between
hierarchical multi-label methods, cost
sensitive and data fusion techniques
Hierarchical F-score results conrm the results of Sec-
tion 4.1: data fusion and in particular Kernel Fusion
improves performances of ensemble methods. In par-
ticular, we obtain a marked improvement with hierar-
chical ensemble methods (Table 3).
According to previous works (Valentini & Re, 2009;
Cesa-Bianchi & Valentini, 2010), cost-sensitive ap-
Table 3. Comparison of hierarchical F-score, precision
(Prec.) and recall (Rec.) among dierent ensemble meth-
ods using the best source of biomolecular data (Biogrid),
Kernel Fusion (KF), and Weighted Woting (Wvote) data
integration techniques.
Methods F-score Prec. Rec.
Biogrid:
flat 0:1893 0:1253 0:5801
htd 0:4311 0:5901 0:3827
htd-cs 0:4732 0:5645 0:4650
hbayes 0:3776 0:5404 0:3236
hbayes-cs 0:4738 0:5654 0:4639
KF:
flat 0:2052 0:1293 0:7026
htd 0:5800 0:7051 0:5560
htd-cs 0:6091 0:6745 0:6156
hbayes 0:5512 0:6915 0:5086
hbayes-cs 0:6073 0:6759 0:6126
Wvote:
flat 0:1851 0:1252 0:5265
htd 0:3183 0:4673 0:2718
htd-cs 0:4477 0:5838 0:4148
hbayes 0:1729 0:2639 0:1445
hbayes-cs 0:4053 0:5437 0:3691
proaches boost predictions of hierarchical methods
when single-sources of data are used to train the base
learners. These results are conrmed also when cost-
sensitive methods (hbayes-cs and htd-cs) are inte-
grated with data fusion techniques, showing a synergy
between multi-label hierarchical, data fusion (in par-
ticular kernel fusion), and cost-sensitive approaches
(Table 3). The improvements of per-class F-scores
achieved by hbayes-cs and htd-cs are statistically
signicant at 0:005 signicance level (Wilcoxon test)
w.r.t. their \vanilla" counterparts and flat meth-
ods. No signicant dierence can be detected be-
tween hbayes-cs and htd-cs (Table 4). It is worth
noting that other approaches for learning unbalanced
classes, i.e., undersampling techniques or cost-sensitive
SVMs (Morik et al., 1999), can be applied to predict
gene functions. They represent local methods that
could in principle be combined with the global cost-
sensitive approach of hbayes-cs to further improve
prediction performances.
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Table 4. Wilcoxon signed-ranks test results to evaluate the statistical signicance of the improvement of cost-sensitive
w.r.t non cost-sensitive multi-label hierarchical methods. Data integration method: Kernel Fusion.
flat htd htd-cs hbayes hbayes-cs
hbayes-cs ( = 2) 2:2 10 16 5:9 10 04 1:6 10 01 1:1 10 14  
htd-cs ( = 0:4) 2:2 10 16 2:9 10 03   2:8 10 13 8:3 10 01
Per-level analysis of the F-score in hbayes-cs and
htd-cs ensembles, shows a certain degradation of per-
formance w.r.t. the depth of nodes (Table 5), but this
degradation is largely lower when data fusion is ap-
plied. Indeed in Cesa-Bianchi & Valentini (2010) the
per-level F-score achieved by hbayes-cs and htd-cs
when a single source is used continuously decreases
from the top to the bottom level, and it is halved at
level 5 w.r.t. to the rst level, while in our experi-
ments with Kernel Fusion the average F-score at level
2, 3 and 4 is comparable, and the decrement at level 5
w.r.t. level 1 is reduced at about 15% (Table 5).
In conclusion, the synergic eects of hierarchical multi-
label ensembles, cost-sensitive and data fusion tech-
niques signicantly improve performances of gene
function prediction. Moreover these enhancements
permit to obtain better and more homogeneous results
at each level of the hierarchy. This is of paramount im-
portance, because more specic annotations are more
informative and can get more biological insights into
the functions of genes.
4.3. Analysis of the precision/recall
characteristics of hierarchical multi-label
methods
Hierarchical precision/recall results using the best
single-source of data and data fusion techniques show
that flat methods achieve the best recall and htd
the best precision (except for Weighted Voting where
hbayes-cs and htd-cs obtain the best precision, Ta-
ble 3); hbayes-cs and htd-cs are in between, achiev-
ing good \intermediate" results for both precision and
recall, thus resulting in the best F-score.
Note that hierarchical precision of flatmethods is too
low to be useful in practice, and precision of hbayes-
cs and htd-cs is quite close to that of htd ensembles,
that suer from a signicantly lower recall (Table 3).
Interestingly enough, while the overall hierarchical
precision and recall between hbayes-cs and htd-cs is
quite similar (Table 3), the average precision at the low
levels of the FunCat taxonomy is higher in hbayes-cs
(Table 5). Fig. 2 shows that the black nodes repre-
senting FunCat classes for which hbayes-cs improves
precision are concentrated at the middle and lower lev-
els of the hierarchy. This is of paramount importance
in real applications, when we need to reduce the costs
of the biological validation of new gene functions dis-
covered through computational methods.
Table 5. Per level average Precision (P), Recall (R), Speci-
city (S), F-score (F) and Accuracy (A) across the ve
levels of the FunCat taxonomy in hbayes-cs and htd-cs
ensembles using Kernel Fusion data integration. Level 1 is
the top level, level 5 the bottom.
hbayes-cs,  = 2
level P R S F A
1 0.7071 0.5399 0.9523 0.6025 0.9052
2 0.6793 0.4785 0.9817 0.5447 0.9570
3 0.6452 0.5059 0.9893 0.5514 0.9755
4 0.5874 0.5318 0.9875 0.5428 0.9759
5 0.5741 0.4704 0.9942 0.5048 0.9871
htd-cs,  = 0:4
level P R S F A
1 0.7104 0.5399 0.9525 0.6029 0.9051
2 0.6638 0.4832 0.9810 0.5440 0.9565
3 0.6257 0.5187 0.9882 0.5528 0.9747
4 0.5461 0.5441 0.9865 0.5364 0.9752
5 0.5284 0.4823 0.9933 0.4924 0.9863
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Figure 2. Ontology-wide FunCat tree plot highlighting the
nodes at which the precision of the hbayes-cs is larger
than the one obtained by htd-cs, using Kernel Fusion to
integrate multiple sources of data.
Another advantage of hbayes-cs is represented by
the fact that its precision/recall characteristics can be
tuned via a single global parameter, the cost factor
 = c i =c
+
i : by incrementing  we introduce progres-
sively lower costs for positive predictions, thus result-
ing in an increment of the recall (at the expenses of
a possibly lower precision, results not shown). More-
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over, by setting the  parameter at each node to the
ratio of negative and positive examples for the cor-
responding class (Cesa-Bianchi & Valentini, 2010), we
can reach results comparable with those obtained by
internal cross-validation of the global  parameter,
thus avoiding a certain computational burden (results
not shown).
5. Conclusions
In this work we demonstrated that the combined use
of heterogeneous data integration methods performed
locally, followed by a global probabilistic reconcilia-
tion of the predictions produced at each node is more
eective than the hierarchical combination of classi-
ers trained using single data-sets. These results are
strengthened when a cost-sensitive strategy is applied
to deal with the unbalance between positive and neg-
ative examples.
The results conrmed also that the increment in per-
formances due to data integration methods is not lim-
ited to specic levels of the FunCat taxonomy and
that, among the best performing hierarchical multi-
label methods, the hbayes-cs ensemble is able to more
eectively preserve the precision across the ontology
levels (in particular near to the leaves) than the htd-
cs ensemble method.
The synergy between heterogeneous data integration,
hierarchical multi-label and cost-sensitive approaches
is the key to drive bio-molecular experiments aimed
at the discovery of previously unannotated gene func-
tions. Considering the performance in terms of both
precision and recall, no signicant dierence can be
detected between the two proposed hierarchical cost-
sensitive ensembles, hbayes-cs and htd-cs. Never-
theless, among the compared algorithms, hbayes-cs,
integrated with data fusion methods, is the best choice
to ensure the high precision level required in large scale
gene function prediction projects.
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